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Introduction and Objectives
The purpose of this manual is to guide Independent Living Centers on how to
run their very own healthy living program. BILS Healthy Living program received
initial funding through the Capacity Building Grant Opportunity under part B
funding. The contract is for 3 years at $25,000 per year.

Assess Target Population
BILS grant proposal specifically targeted individuals who are deaf or hard of
hearing as well as targeting other underserved populations. BILS wanted to
specifically target individuals on fixed incomes as statistics have shown that they
are at greater risk for health issues. According to the last census 56 percent of
the Bronx population is Latina. This and the fact that an equal percentage of our
BILS consumer base is Latina influenced our decision to target this population
and a significant portion of all the deaf consumers are Latina as well.
[Please see Appendix for project proposal]

Conduct Outreach
Early on we recognized how critical this step truly is. Many of our outreach
attempts were unsuccessful at first leaving empty classrooms on days that
the classes were supposed to take place. We then used different outreach
techniques to reach persons and placed an additional staff member on board to
assist. We found that handing out flyers was not enough. Instead, in addition to
flyers, we provided information on our agency and goals for the program. We
made sure to obtain contact information from each organization and provided a
follow up phone call. Furthermore, we offered to run the courses at the agencies
location to make it easier on the consumer and assure that there would be
participants.
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Curriculum
Classes for the healthy living course at first typically ran for two hours a day
for three consecutive days. And this was later adjusted to meet the needs of a
particular group or individual. This is outlined in the curriculum. Classes can be
held wherever the consumer base may be. For example, you may run courses at
your agency or within the community. We recognized that going to the consumer
base was feasible and this led us to provide courses at facilities such as nursing
homes, community centers, adult daycares etc… This not only assured that there
were consumers to provide the services to, but provided education and an activity
to those who might not have activities like this in their daily routine. We also
found that this method made it easier to have the same consumers participate
throughout the entire course. It was difficult to have participants commit and
come multiple days throughout the week. Whereas if we went to them, they
would be able to consistently participate since the possibility of them not being
able to travel that day was eliminated.
Also, if necessary a center could always offer one - on - one instruction as
needed instead of specific group classes with a set schedule of 2 hour classes
3 times a week for example. There will be interested participants who will not
be able to participate in any sort of group setting due to scheduling conflicts or
simply personal choice. These individuals should be afforded the opportunity to
avail themselves of healthy living instruction regardless of these potential hurdles.
At the end of the course, it is very important to ask for feedback from participants.
This allows consumers to rate not only the curriculum but also the teaching style,
structure of the class and to add their ideas on what they feel could be better
implemented. Also, this might be a time in which participants can discuss what
they liked about the course/classes and what they feel could be repeated in
future classes or eliminated. This provides the facilitator with ways to improve
the course if need be and what areas consumers felt were most helpful. Thus, a
survey needs to be distributed at the end of the course.
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Organizational Partnerships
Below are some of the organizational partnerships that were made during the
course of this grant that helped BILS facilitate outreach with the target population.
The following agencies listed are our partners with whom we have a written
Community Partnership agreement in place: Be Above; Bronx House; Cardinal
McCloskey Children & Family Services; Forever Young; Independence Care
System; and Trabajamos Community Head Start. Please note because of privacy
reasons we will not be attaching the actual MOU but we will be attaching a
template – sample. [Please see Appendix for sample template.]
The following agencies also significantly contributed to the project by giving
referrals and helping advertise our program although we did not sign a formal
agreement: Abuela’s; Pasteles; Bronx Borough President’s Office; Brooklyn
Center for Independence; Give Them to Eat; Herbalife; Tapas Italiano;
Community Head Start; Sorenson; Urban Health; Vida Guidance Counseling
Center; and Well – Care.
Moreover, we initially engaged the following organizations (below) as partners
as per our proposal. However, after initially engaging them we felt that stronger
partnerships needed to be formed.
Abraham House; Abundant Life Tabernacle; Grace Episcopal Church;
Holy Tabernacle Church; Our Lady of Grace; Our Lady of Refuge;
Part of the Solution; Resources Center for Community Services; St. Ann’s
Episcopal Church; St. Augustine’s Our Lady of Victory Church Food Pantry;
St. Lukes Church; St. Paul’s Evangelical Lutheran Church;Sound View
Presbyterian Church; and United Bronx Parents.
In order to expand the reach into the community and in order to educate the
community, it makes rational sense to connect with community partners as no
agency is an island unto itself - meaning that no one agency can connect with all
targeted community members. Working with a network after you have created
one will ensure greater reach into the community and ideally will lead to more
people participating in healthy living classes.
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The methodology that was employed to engage specific organizations was of a
mixed variety. In order to establish contact with many of the partners, we first
identified them and then simply reached out to them and described what we
had to offer in terms of the healthy living classes. Of course, we had to explain
our agency. Other agencies were already aware of BILS’ existence because
we were already working with them on different initiatives. So, in this instance
we only had to “sell” healthy living as opposed to introducing our agency from
scratch so to speak. And in some instances luck played a factor as well. But
a program embarking upon a healthy living course would have to make sure
that they put themselves in a position to get lucky by engaging in the following
activities: attending community events, discussing the course at meetings with
other agencies, and ensuring that all staff are aware of the program so that they
too can advertise the program in significant and meaningful ways.
In addition to organizational partnerships, BILS also leveraged other programs
within BILS such as Early Childhood Direction Center (ECDC) and Office of
Victim Services (OVS), in order to better spread the word and make additional
organizational contacts.

Examples of any training materials developed for the
project (target population, partnerships, community
outreach) and how they were evaluated.
Examples of any training materials developed for the project (target population,
partnerships, community outreach) and how they were evaluated.
In the Fall of 2016, BILS developed an internal How to Manual for staff that
included an outline of the basic steps for starting a course, a sample curriculum
and lessons learned. Included in this document is a sample curriculum. We had
a staff meeting where individuals were able to voice their opinions concerning
the outlined course and general procedures. We had a round table discussion
where BILS was able to illicit staff input. Based on overall feedback, a key
thing to note was that there was a consensus that we should be more flexible
in working around potentially interested consumers’ schedules. For example,
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some consumers were interested in working in a group setting in the form of a
workshop rather than having a more structured typical class schedule. While
other staff expressed interest in having their consumers actually prepare healthy
meals or healthy drinks in addition to the core conceptual dissemination of
information better known as typical class room instruction or chalk and talk.
(Please see the Appendix for the staff training document, also called the
How to Manual for Staff that was designed for staff – development.)
[Please also see the Appendix for flyers]
In order to obtain consumer input and consumer control maintained during the
project, we provided sample meal plans and had consumers create their own
meal plans. Consumers helped cook their own meals and made veggie and fruit
smoothies.
CIBILCO staff also met with consumers and formed a consumer discussion
council that evaluates the program on an as needed basis.
BILS also instituted a survey that was used to evaluate the group classes that
were held at BILS. Also, a pre – survey was given to attendees at the beginning
in order to assess their needs.
•P
 rovide at least (3) consumer vignettes related to your projects that exhibit
successful consumer outcomes, increased independence, and or improved
quality of life.
1. Consumer is a 71 year old female who joined our healthy living program in
January 2017. Consumer enjoyed coming to workshops. Consumer said she
has diabetes and was always feeling tired. Through our healthy living classes
she has learned how she can change her eating habits and get healthier.
Our consumer learned how to cook low sodium meals, and provided us with
feedback telling us that she started to feel better about herself and now does a
daily walk after her dinner. The consumer stated that she feels more energetic
and she was happy that she learned how to cook with low salt and is looking
forward to learning more about cooking.
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2. Consumer is a 54 year old male with high blood pressure who joined the
healthy living program in January 2017. The consumer loves fruits and learned
how to make vegetable and fruit juice. The consumer said he loves juicing and
he does it so often that he said he feels like he is losing some weight and really
enjoys juicing. Consumer also is learning how to cook simple receipts that help
him and his young son.
3. Consumer is a 45 year old male who joined our healthy living program in
January 2017. Consumer was not happy with himself and said he eats a lot
when he feels sad. Consumer has been stressed out these past few months.
Counselor explained to consumer it may be possible that he may be an
emotional eater. Counselor also scheduled a few one on one counseling
appointments. Consumer now comes in once a week and sits with me to
talk about his problems. We talk about how to handle stress and also talk
about being physically active which is important. BILS consumer said he
been working out a little and he also learned how to be a little more patient
with people. Consumer has said he feels like having counseling has helped
because he has no friends or family. Consumer also said he feels better and
much calmer after talking. Counselor also has provided the consumer with a
list of simple exercise and what foods to try to avoid.

Project strengths, limitations and lessons learned.
One of our most successful series of workshops involved having consumers
actually cook their own healthy meals. This included a full course dinner as well
as making healthy fruit and vegetable smoothies and juices. This was something
that was not planned in our original proposal. Another strength was that through
our robust efforts and communication with partnering organizations we were able
to recruit interested individuals. Without these partnerships, it would have been
more difficult to recruit interested candidates. Also, an important lesson that we
learned was to be flexible and to think outside the box in order to spark interest of
potential participants and retain the interest of individuals after their first session.
In terms of barriers, we had originally thought that the class setting and providing
a continuum would work best. An example would be the classes that were
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held at Bronx House. What we noticed though was that the same group was
not showing up from week to week. New participants would join in week 3 for
example, who had not been present before and vice versa. Some members
who showed up for the first set of classes were not there for all the classes. This
became hard to deal with because there was a set curriculum broken down by
week. We veered off this rigid way of viewing how classes should be conducted
after realizing that this was difficult to get people to commit to consecutive
weeks, and so we looked at other ways to structure the classes in order for more
community members to be able to participate.
So, in order to ensure that more people could join our classes we became more
flexible, and opened the classes up to one – on – one instruction and also held
Healthy Living Classes as part of our regular and on – going workshops here
at BILS. And when this occurred, the deaf population became more involved
because they were accustomed to this less informal structure in the form of a
workshop as opposed to advertising the classes as if the course was a “hard
core” college elective.

What funding options were you able to explore and
pursue for the project? What resources were you able to
successfully develop for the project?
BILS spent a considerable amount of time looking into future funding for our
program knowing that the Capacity Building funding was temporary. BILS
explored the following avenues for funding. It should be noted that after exploring
funding options BILS decided to make healthy living a permanent part of our
Independent Living Program and responsibility for implementation of the healthy
living course will be a team effort once Capacity Building funding expires. Below
are some more funding developments:
• BILS entered into a partnership with BCID to conduct Diabetes SelfManagement classes. BILS was paid a small fee by BCID and had staff
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certified in teaching the classes. BILS looked into sustained funding for this
and decided against pursuing.
• BILS looked into foundation grants where we had existing relationships
including the TJX Foundation and Bank of America. Healthy living was not
a fit for either of these foundations.
• Throughout the duration of the grant BILS looked at the New York State
Grants Gateway for possible opportunities but did not find anything to
apply for.
• BILS entered into a sub-contract with Montefiore Hospital in April 2017 and
among the many services, we will provide information to families on healthy
living.
Since BILS’ staff members are all familiar with the program and all can deliver the
program successfully BILS will not be seeking outside funding and staff paid out
of our regular ACCES & HHS Part C contracts will be responsible for the delivery
of these services.
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Appendix
Project Proposal Mandatory Requirements Certification Form (signature required)
********************************************************************************
Operational Plan
Existing Resources and Needs
Over the past 30 years, BILS has been virtually the only source of culturally
competent, bilingual, core, independent living services for Hispanic residents
of Bronx County. Our services to the Hispanic community have included peer
counseling and advocacy, support groups, youth advocacy and assistance
during the transition from school to adult life, support to disabled victims of crime
and domestic violence (funded by the Office of Victims Services along with
private foundations), benefits advisement, money management and budgeting
assistance, housing and employment assistance, and support to members of the
Deaf community (a number of BILS staff members being fluent in ASL).
That being said, our experience to date has clearly evidenced the extent to which
there is a continuing unmet need for independent living services in the Hispanic
community (which comprises the largest share of our borough’s population)
as well as among persons who are Deaf, with many individuals and families
remaining isolated by long-standing social and cultural barriers.
Moreover, we have always recognized that motivating people to actually
participate in services is a far more complex matter than distributing literature
and making presentations. One-on-one contact with peers, both individually
and in small groups is a vitally important tool for allaying fears and inspiring
confidence. But, accomplishing this requires time and resources that extend
well beyond our current capacity. Dedicating attention to this challenge is our
goal in seeking grant funding that would enable us to cultivate new referrals
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through a combination of outreach and networking strategies and allow us to offer
classroom training in Healthy Living on a Shoestring Budget, a subject that has
been specifically identified by our staff and consumers as being of great interest
and value to members of our targeted constituency.
Serving all Bronx residents with disabilities has always been our priority and
over time we have made substantial gains through coalitions and partnerships
(e.g. our collaborative work with the Bronx Literacy Zone1); through our agency’s
extensive involvement in neighborhood and community activities and events;
and through the employment of bilingual professional staff from the Hispanic
community as well as individuals that are fluent in ASL. The proposed project
represents a logical and welcomed extension of those efforts.

Outreach Plan
This project will expand upon our Center’s capacity to serve Bronx County’s
Hispanic and Deaf communities: 1) by enlarging our collaborative network to
include strategically beneficial organizations that can facilitate contact with
unserved/underserved individuals and families, and 2) by offering nutrition and
wellness classes that address basic human needs while providing us with an
effective opportunity to introduce the Center and it’s services, and concurrently
helping participants to make healthier choices and live with greater autonomy.
BILS is a well-respected disability organization2 with extensive contacts
and a borough-wide network of community partners that can assist us with
disseminating information and reaching out to unserved Bronx County residents.
Employing staff members that are fluent in English and Spanish, BILS has the
capacity to reach and serve people with disabilities from the largest population
segments of our community. We also have a number of staff fluent in ASL,
enabling us to effectively disseminate information among members of the Deaf
community.
A letter of support from our Literacy Zone Partner, Highbridge Community Life, has been
included with our proposal.
2
The valued role our Center plays in our community is recognized by the Mayor’s Office for
People with Disabilities as expressed in their attached letter of support.
1
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Funding through a Capacity Building grant will enable BILS to create a new 20
hr. Outreach and Community Engagement Coordinator (OCEC) position that
will, with the support of other Center staff, have responsibility for cultivating
partnerships, building coalitions, developing a targeted curriculum (derived from
best practices and input provided by consumer representatives of the minority
community), and for conducting outreach at events and locations known as
points of congregation (for targeted consumers). This position will also spearhead
the creation of a step-by-step project replication handbook also involving
input from a number of other experienced Center staff. Preferred candidates
will be bilingual peer professionals with at least 2 years of disability service
experience, have excellent organizational, written and oral communication skills,
and be capable of conducting workshops, making presentations, maintaining
positive working relationships with consumer groups, provider agencies and
neighborhood organizations, embracing the Center’s mission and philosophy,
working with individuals and families, tracking data and documenting barriers
and accomplishments, and participating in the Center’s continuous quality
improvement process. The OCEC will report to Soji Adu, the Center’s Director of
Core Programs.
One of the important tools for engaging underserved consumers will involve
offering classes, Healthy Living on a Shoestring Budget (including curricular
materials and best practices identified through SNAP-Ed Connection), which will
help potential consumers to see our Center as a resource for addressing their
basic needs. Lessons will encompass meal planning (“Spending Smart. Eating
Smart”), shopping (“Healthy Eating Starts with Healthy Food Shopping”) and
budgeting (“Stretching Your Dollars and Planning Ahead”) and will introduce core
independent living services that are available at our Center. As an outcome,
each participant will prepare a Healthy Living Plan that includes weekly menus, a
budget as well as linkages with other IL staff and services. We will teach two sets
of classes each quarter, each involving three 2-hours sessions.
Classes will be publicized through a network of community organizations that
will be specifically targeted through this initiative and are known to Hispanic
borough residents (including service providers, faith-based organizations, service
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clubs and recreation programs - all of which will become potential sources of
referrals) and people who are Deaf/Hard-of-Hearing, Center sponsored support
groups, training activities, and at neighborhood and community events (making
informational materials available in English, Spanish and alternate formats). We
will also distribute PSAs and press releases to local media outlets, advertise
Healthy Living classes in our newsletter, make information about all Center
services available in Spanish on our agency website and promulgate information
through social media. Our OCEC will make presentations and distribute program
information to community groups, service clubs and organizations and at key
points of congregation - i.e. churches and other faith-based organizations,
community centers, WIC clinics, soup kitchens, shelters, self-help and mutual
support groups, food pantries, senior centers, day programs, Veterans
organizations and other similar venues, as well as at conferences and community
fairs (e.g. job fairs).
The OCEC will also set up meetings with social services staff and reach out
to local schools and provider agencies to share information, garner support,
generate referrals and cultivate collaborative partners that extend our capacity to
reach our targeted constituency.
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Timeline
Year One
• Hire new staff (.5 FTEs) to coordinate the project.
• Establish a working committee comprised of Center staff and consumers
who will contribute to the project’s continuous quality improvement and to the
development of replication materials (specifically, a step-by-step Handbook
that can serve as a template for project replication).
• Reach out to organizations serving the Hispanic and Deaf communities and
develop new partnerships with at least 5 during the first year.
• Participate in scheduled community events that provide access to potentially
unserved individuals and families.
• Reach out to Deaf and bilingual Hispanic consumers willing and able to serve
as voluntary outreach workers – with their goal being to engage individuals
one-on-one, to provide peer support and to promote classroom activities as
well as other Center services.
• Receive referrals from partnering organizations and open at least 5 case
records on average each month, for a minimum of 60 new consumers during
the first year.
• Offer 2 “Healthy Living on a Shoestring Budget” classes quarterly (totaling
24 classroom hours spread over 12 sessions during the first 12-months)
specifically designed to attract and engage unserved community residents of
Bronx County. (Note: one class session will target Deaf consumers and the
others will be aimed at members of the Hispanic community.)
• Enter individual unduplicated consumer service record information obtained
through the CBILCO project into the ILC’s ACCES reporting database and
complete required reports.
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Years 2 and 3
• Hold working committee meetings quarterly for evaluating consumer
information and harvesting input that ensures continuous quality
improvement, and as a means of further refining the replication Handbook
(until it’s deemed ready for distribution).
• Offer 2 “Healthy Living on a Shoestring Budget” classes quarterly (totaling 48
classroom hours spread over 24 sessions during the second and third years).
• Reach out to organizations serving the Hispanic and Deaf communities and
develop new partnerships with at least 5 during the second year and an
additional 5 during the third.
• Participate in scheduled community events that provide access to potentially
unserved individuals and families.
• Continue reaching out to Deaf and bilingual Hispanic consumers willing and
able to serve as voluntary outreach workers – with their goal being to engage
individuals one-on-one, to provide peer support and to promote classroom
activities as well as other Center services.
• Receive referrals from partnering organizations and open at least 5 case
records on average each month, for a minimum of 60 new consumers during
the second and third years.
• Enter individual unduplicated consumer service record information obtained
through the CBILCO project into the ILC’s ACCES reporting database and
complete required reports.
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Plan to Sustain Outreach and Service Delivery
Beyond the End of the Project Period
With the assistance of an experienced grant writer, BILS will implement a
multi-tiered strategic development plan targeting public and private funders
as well as opportunities for developing fee–for–service revenue streams (e.g.
service contracts with state and federal agencies). This process will include the
utilization of the Foundation Directory, grants.gov the NYS Contract Reporter
and similar research tools and will involve responding to published RFPs,
and preparing and submitting letters of inquiry, pre-applications and complete
proposals to potentially applicable funding sources.
We have already identified Hunger Solutions as one potential funder after
ACCES-VR Capacity Building support is no longer available. We had previously
applied to this funding source and following their review of our application, were
strongly encouraged to resubmit during the next funding cycle. Moreover based
on an analysis of current financial data, we believe that our current fee-for-service
programs will generate sufficient revenue to ensure the continuation of the newly
created position and accompanying services.

Partnerships
BILS will cultivate a minimum of 5 new partnerships by building upon our current
relationships; through our continuing participation on committees, in work groups
and at community meetings; and, through our OCEC’s systematic outreach to
area churches, food pantries, neighborhood organizations, service and social
clubs, community coalitions, schools and health care providers. The following
organizations are among those we intend to engage: Abraham House (342 Willis
Ave.); Abundant Life Tabernacle (2692 3rd Avenue); Cardinal McCloskey Children
& Family Services (953 Southern Blvd.); Give Them to Eat (800 East 155th St.);
Grace Episcopal Church (1909 Vyse Avenue); Holy Tabernacle Church (3780
Third Ave.); Our Lady of Grace (3985 Bronxwood Ave.); Our Lady of Refuge (290
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East 196 St.); Part of the Solution (2759 Webster Ave.); Resources Center for
Community Services (421 East 155th St.); St. Ann’s Episcopal Church (295 St.
Ann’s Ave.); St. Augustine’s Our Lady of Victory Church Food Pantry (1180 Fulton
Avenue); St. Lukes Church (623 E. 138 St.); St. Paul’s Evangelical Lutheran
Church (1891 McGraw Ave.); Sound View Presbyterian Church (760 Soundview
Ave.); United Bronx Parents (773 Prospect Ave.).

Identifying 60 New Unserved/Underserved Project Specific
Consumers Each Year
Collaboration with organizations that have access to targeted individuals and
families is an essential part of our plan for identifying unserved/underserved Deaf
and Hispanic community residents. By engaging them as partners, neighborhood
organizations including churches, food pantries as well as area schools and
provider agencies will serve as referral sources as well as hubs for disseminating
information about “Healthy Living” classes along with other independent living
center services. Based upon feedback provided by our current consumer base,
“Healthy Living on a Shoestring Budget” will attract the attention of people who
are presently unknown to our Center by offering information that can have
measurable impact on the quality of their daily lives.
Our goal is to use this activity as a vehicle for introducing the Center and its
services to a broader constituency. Participating in classes will bring people into
our facility and provide face-to-face opportunities for them to interact with staff,
learn about our values and programs, and about what makes us different (and
hopefully less intimidating) than more traditional service organizations. We are
firmly convinced that once people are given an opportunity to experience the
Center, they’re far more likely to return for subsequent classes as well as other
core services.
Class schedules will be publicized in targeted media through press releases and
display advertisement; through our collaborations with other organizations and
consumer groups; and by maintaining a presence at satellite locations including
the local Literacy Zone and ACCES VR offices; by disseminating information
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about our programs and activities at community events; and by maintaining a
strong presence on the internet and making use of social media.

Key Methods
• Reach out to, and establish partnerships with community organizations
closest to the individuals we are setting out to serve.
• Provide initial exposure to the Center through classes designed to motivate
attendance by providing information that is immediately relevant to improving
the quality of daily life for individuals and families targeted by this initiative.
•Publicize regularly scheduled classroom activities (as well as other Center
services) using word-of-mouth at community events as well as print and nonprint media that are well known to the individuals we’re marketing to.
• Enlist the support of peers as Outreach Volunteer as a means of extending
our project’s capacity to engage unserved/underserved individuals and
families throughout Bronx County.
• Encourage Center staff to serve on community boards and neighborhood
committees (with the objectives of maintaining visibility and continuing to
develop our network of referral sources).

Handbook
BILS will develop a handbook and an accompanying multimedia presentation
detailing processes, procedures and protocols and outlining steps to
implementing our service model, that will be made available in-print and
electronically. The introduction will describe our center, our targeted population
and what we set out to accomplish. Chapters will detail our methods of
documentation, the process for program review and continuous quality
improvement, strategies for involving consumers, job descriptions of key staff,
along with obstacles encountered, specific actions taken and results achieved
at every stage of the project. An appendix will include lesson plans, template
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forms and sample correspondence. Coordinated by the OCEC, other Center staff
members that will contribute to developing this publication are described in the
following section.

Preferred Experience and Qualifications of Key Personnel
Our efforts to reach out to unserved, Deaf and Hispanic individuals and families
in Bronx County will be greatly enhanced by our staff’s visibility and involvement
in our community. Over the years, representatives of Bronx Independent
Living Services have actively and effectively participated in a broad range of
collaborative initiatives (including the ARISE Coalition – providing a collective and
powerful voice on behalf of students with special needs in New York City). Center
staff members have also served on a number of advisory councils, including the
Disability Advisory Council first introduced by BILS and subsequently established
by State Assemblywoman Vanessa Gibson.
Moreover, BILS staff is well recognized by business leaders and public officials
for providing consultation to private and public sector employers regarding
reasonable accommodations in the workplace as well as general compliance with
the ADA, and as a model employer of persons with significant disabilities. In this
context, BILS has repeatedly been named in proclamations from the Office of the
Bronx Borough President for its distinguished service to the community, and just
last year was recognized by NYC Mayor Bloomberg as the 2011 recipient of the
city’s Title III Reasonable Accommodations Award.
Administrative oversight, support and technical guidance will be provided by the
Center’s Executive Director, Brett Eisenberg. Serving in his current capacity for
over 5-years, Mr. Eisenberg has spearheaded agency development and guided
independent living center services, sharing his vision, providing day-to-day
direction and aggressively pursuing new opportunities to build coalitions and
expand services throughout Bronx County.
Mr. Eisenberg’s community-level activities have included chairing the
Bronx Borough President’s Disability Advisory Council for two consecutive
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years immediately following its inception (also involving Bronx Health Link,
Children’s Evaluation and Rehabilitation Center, the Family Support Project
for the Developmentally Disabled at North Central Bronx Hospital, and the
John F. Kennedy Jr. Institute, Lehman College); serving on the New York City
Business Leadership Network (one of over 60 affiliates of the USBLN® which
is the national disability organization, representing over 5,000 employers
across North America); serving on the local organizing committee for National
Disability Mentoring Day (other participants including Lehman College, Hostos
Community College, Bronx Parent Housing Network and North Central Bronx
Community Hospital); and, Co-Chairing the Mentor Recruitment sub-committee
(in partnership with Hunter College). He also founded (and now directs) the New
York Chapter of the Osteogenesis Imperfecta Foundation and is a member of
six separate Business Advisory Councils focused on finding jobs for people with
disabilities, including Abilities, Inc., Just One Break, Inc. (JOB), and Fedcap.
BILS’ Director of Core Programs, Soji Adu, will directly supervise our Capacity
Building project. A disability services professional with 12 years of independent
living center experience, Mr. Adu manages the provision of core IL services
as well as specialized programs including Deaf and Literacy Zone Services,
Youth Advocacy and Victim Services. Mr. Adu’s current responsibilities also
include virtually all aspects of quality assurance – e.g. conducting internal
audits of consumer records twice annually – as well as analyzing service data
and preparing the Center’s Annual Reports to both State and Federal funding
sources.
In the context of this proposal, the Director of Core Programs will be responsible
for the following: maintaining positive relationships with community partners;
ensuring that all required reports are completed and submitted on a timely basis;
reviewing the data and tracking the progress being made toward the attainment
of project goals; facilitating connections with other Center based support services
and referrals of outside agencies; and for ensuing that project services are
available at times when the project staff is not available including periods of staff
transition. During these periods, the Director of Core Programs and/or one or
more staff designees will be available to perform the basic functions of the OCEC
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position until a suitable replacement is found. The position will be posted and
advertised as soon as 2-week notification is provided or immediately after the
position has been vacated. Interviews will be scheduled beginning the following
week.
Having prior experience working closely with the Executive Director on the
preparation of a comprehensive Operations Manual detailing Center policies,
procedures and protocols, Mr. Adu will also be available assist with the
preparation of this project’s “How-to Technical Assistance Guide.”
Other Center members of our staff that will be providing support to the OCEC
position include the following:
Tamesha Coleman is a self-motivated individual committed to the academic,
economic, and social development of youth and families. As a Systems Advocate,
her professional work experience has included: creating partnerships and
linkages between agencies; organizing, facilitating, and participating in meetings,
workshops, and trainings to build public awareness of legislative issues affecting
the disability community; advocating for and representing the disability community
during the legislative process and the creation of public policy; coordinating
and facilitating monthly advocacy group meetings and trainings to educate,
empower, and support the disabled, their families, and the Bronx community;
meeting with legislators and community leaders to strengthen equality and social
justice practices; conducting outreach activities at community events, schools,
government agencies, and through social service networks. Prior to joining our
staff, Tamesha was employed by the Corporation for National and Community
Service as a VISTA Team Leader/Support Center Coordinator and managed
14 team members serving in disadvantaged New York City communities.
She also coordinated: professional training; the recruitment and screening of
prospective team members and community volunteers; student mentoring;
the recruitment of volunteers to provide academic and administrative support;
the identification of scholarship and awards opportunities to assist in financing
post-secondary education; network building and partnership development with
other agencies, companies, and individuals. In addition, Tamesha served as a
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liaison for coaches, teachers, and school administrators participating in urban
debate programs and conducted outreach and made presentations focused on
maintaining progressive environments for at risk youth.
Our Center’s Youth Advocate Crystal Rivera, is both personally and professionally
familiar with the challenges and barriers faced by people with disabilities.
Fluent in English and Spanish, Ms. Rivera has extensive experience providing
outreach to, and building partnerships with area schools, as well as a broad
range of other organizations. Her involvement with community agencies
includes serving on several committees notably, the ARISE Coalition, the ARISE
Coalition’s sub-committee on accessibility, the Coalition for Multiple Pathways
to a Diploma, and VISIONS Transition Committee. Her specific duties include:
supporting youth, parents and guardians in the development and implementation
of individualized education plans (IEP) leading to self-sufficiency, higher
education, and employment; conducting outreach and building partnerships with
schools and other youth services organizations; managing the development
of youth resources; providing systemic advocacy and individual counseling;
researching legislation, policies and programs affecting youth with disabilities;
participating in the development and implementation of our youth program’s
curriculum and service learning objectives; integrating the utilization of social
networking outlets (i.e. Facebook, MySpace, Twitter); and, coordinating parent
workshops and informational forums. She is also responsible for developing our
Center’s Employment Resource Guide, which is a comprehensive handbook
for consumers focused on pre-employment skill building as well as job search
and placement strategies. During her previous employment with Lighthouse
International, Ms. Rivera worked as a Spanish/English Interpreter.
Other staff support linked to this project – in the contexts of both outreach and
classroom activities – will be provided by members of our Deaf Services team
who are fluent in ASL, well connected with community agencies and have
extensive knowledge of Deaf culture.
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Consumer Involvement and Letters of Support
Consistent with methods used by our Center to harvest consumer input for all
of our activities and programs, consumer participation in the planning process
for this project has involved face-to-face communication with current service
recipients and support group participants, the use of surveys (distributed in
English, Spanish and alternate formats) a suggestion box, follow-up interviews
(conducted both in-person and by telephone), and information gathered during
public meetings and forums. This same process will be instrumental in monitoring
program effectiveness. In addition, consumers from targeted communities will
be invited to participate in continuous quality improvement reviews, conducted
quarterly and spearheaded by the Center’s Director of Core Programs, and will
also be recruited to serve as neighborhood-level outreach volunteers.
********************************************************************************************
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Sample MOUDate
Name
Title
Agency
Address
City, State and zip code
Dear Mr/Ms. ________,
Bronx Independent Living Services (BILS) would like to establish a written arrangement
with your organization whereby BILS provides Healthy Living classes that teach potential
consumers how to eat healthy on a fixed - income. In return, we would like your organization
to refer potential participants for these classes as appropriate.
These services will be free of charge. Our portion of the written agreement will be evidenced
by this letter and our Executive Director’s signature at the bottom of this page.Your signature
at the bottom of this letter will serve as your portion of the written arrangement agreeing to
allow BILS to provide these services at your organization. This letter is not proposing any type
of binding contract; rather, it is a reiteration of the proposal that was previously outlined and
discussed.
We look forward to continue working with your organization and hearing back from you. Again,
thank you for your time and tireless efforts in serving the community.
Sincerely,
Name
Title
Bronx Independent Living Services
____________________________

_____________________________

Executive Director

Name

BILS

Title of partnering agency personnel
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How to Manual for Staff How to Manual for Staff

Healthy Living Capacity Building
Introduction and Objectives
Introduction – The purpose of this manual is to guide Independent Living Centers
(ILC’s) on how to run their very own healthy living program. BILS Healthy Living
program received initial funding through the Capacity Building grant opportunity
under part B funding. The contract is for 3 years at $25,000 per year.
Objectives – Our healthy living how to manual is designed to do the following:
1. Create your very own Healthy Living Program based on this manual
2. Assist low income families live healthy lifestyles
3. Empower individuals with disabilities by increasing control over decisions
made that affect the ability to live fully integrated lives in the community.

Assess Target Population:
BILS grant proposal specifically targeted individuals who are deaf or from other
underserved populations. We wanted to specifically target individuals on fixed
incomes as statistics have shown that they are at greater risk for health issues.
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Conduct Outreach
Early on we recognized how critical this step truly is. All of our outreach attempts
made were unsuccessful leaving empty classrooms on course days. We then
used different outreach techniques to reach persons and placed an additional
staff member on board to assist. We found that handing out flyers was not
enough. So, in addition to the flyer, we provided information on our agency as
well as our goals for the program. We made sure to obtain contact information
from each organization and provided a follow up phone call. Furthermore, we
offered to run the courses at the agencies respective locations to make it easier
on the consumer and assure there would be participants.

Run Classes as Per Curriculum
Classes for the healthy living course can run two hours a day for three
consecutive days. This is outlined in the curriculum above. Classes can be held
wherever the consumer base may be. For example, you may run courses at your
agency or within the community. We recognized that going to the consumer base
was the easiest which lead us to provide courses at facilities such as nursing
homes, community centers, adult daycares etc… This not only assured that there
were consumers to provide the services to but provided both education and an
activity to those who are used to the daily routine. We also found that this method
made it easier to have the same consumers participate throughout the whole
program. It was difficult to have participants commit and come multiple days
throughout the week whereas if we went to them, they would be consistently
participating since they are already at the facility.

Sample Curriculum
Eating Well & Living Well Without Breaking the Bank
Introduction to Bronx Independent Living Services (BILS)
and Healthy Living
- Here is the best place to talk about BILS Services although BILS services
should be reiterated each time the class takes place:
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- Programs in terms of direct service and individual advocacy
- Systems Advocacy
- Miscellaneous – workshops, community events, I and R’s and referrals to
other agencies.

General Overview of Healthy Living and why it is important.
- Healthy Living: It is about making healthy choices every day and healthy
choices that keep us fit physically, mentally and spiritually. By staying healthy
we can help prevent chronic diseases and reduce our risk of becoming ill or
seriously injured.
- Disease prevention: The process of enabling people to increase control over,
and to improve their health. (Eating healthy, exercising, doctor check-ups
etc… etc.
- Disease mitigation: to reduce or slow down the effect of the disease.
Example: the use of medication/exercise (not necessarily cure it.)
- Avoidance of Health Care costs such as hospitalization. It will help you save
money.
- Participants can introduce themselves and talk about why they health goals
(for themselves or parents, expectations and concerns/fears, etc…
(Group Participation should be a part of each class)

Overview of various diseases that are brought about through
eating unhealthy
- The dangers of eating fast food excessively- e.g. Explain how High
blood pressure, heart failure brought on by intake of cholesterol, stroke, some
cancers and Diabetes can occur through eating unhealthy.
- The risks of eating unhealthy – A look at Diabetes
- What causes poor Nutrition? Constantly eating unhealthy foods that
contain high sugar, salt and fats, not eating or enough from the 5 basics
groups can cause disease. And how does nutrition affect us? It can lead to
obesity, chronic disease.
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Saving money and still enjoy healthy, delicious food Shopping Wisely
- This class has to involve a breakdown of the basic food groups. So what
are the basic food groups? Protein (lean meat, fish, poultry, eggs, nuts and
legumes) Fruits, Vegetables, Grains (cereal, breads, rice, pasta, noodles and
other grains) Dairy (Milk, Yogurt, Cheese, and/or alternatives) and why are
they important? They can help you avoid overweight and obesity and
reduce your risk of diseases such as heart disease, diabetes, and cancer.
- Specific Protein options have to be discussed like substituting beans for meat.
- There has to be a discussion of where to shop, using coupons/where to find
coupons and food circulars that the store offers and the physical structure of
Supermarkets/grocery stores and how Feng Shui encourages us to buy foods
that are not healthy. (Examples include PIONEER supermarket has a website
where you can print coupons. 2. Farmers Market (DOHMH LOCATOR)
- Discuss the use of specific shopping lists when people go shopping and the
importance of sticking to those lists. (If you don’t do a shopping list one tends
to buy the unhealthy food.) Remember supermarkets are designed to
have you buy the less healthy and more expensive food.

Reading nutritional labels, buying in bulk and finding cheaper
protein options
- This class has to be a bit scientific where a discussion of essential vitamins
and minerals would be appropriate. Reading labels helps you to follow a
healthy diet and make it easier to choose nutritious foods.
- Avoidance of certain foods that contain carbohydrates (food that contain
sugar and starch), MSG (artificial flavors, and processing) is essential.
- Stretching your money when you cook and having healthy and delicious
dessert that can be affordable.
- This class should be all about nutritious recipes for breakfast/dinner and
lunch. And let’s not forget about dessert!
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- Find out foods participants like and discuss the negative health effects of
those foods. Discuss ice cream, cookies, cake and fried foods for instance

Explain what Diabetes is.
- Basic explanation of insulin production and the different types of Diabetes
including: pre – diabetes; Type 1 diabetes where the pancreas produces little
or no insulin; Type 2 diabetes and affects the way the body process blood
sugar (glucose); and Pre-diabetes which is borderline diabetes.

Exercise for a Healthy Life

- Please discuss Health Benefits of exercise in mitigating disease and disease
prevention.
- Create work out routines to match persons’ disabilities. (Make sure to tell
the people to consult with a physician)
- E.G. A workout routine customized for a wheelchair user if there are
wheelchair users in the class
- Or a routine for an obese person
- This class could also be about different forms as well – Yoga, low impact
weight lifting, walking (get off the bus a stop or two earlier).
- Joining a gym – The City’s Park and Recreation has gyms that are extremely
Low cost. Also there are gyms that charge $10 a month!!!
- Last but not least – touch upon the importance of water to replace sugary
drinks and while you are working out. If you don’t like drinking water you
can try alternative such as infusing the water with fruits/ginger.
Conclusion: Emphasize that this I a way of life and not just
something that is talked about in a class.
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Evaluation
At the end of the course, it is very important to ask for feedback from participants.
This allows consumers to rate not only the curriculum but the teaching style. This
also provides the facilitator with ways to improve the course if need be and what
areas consumers felt were most helpful.
[End of Manual for Staff.]
********************************************************************************************
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Flyers -
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[End of Appendix]
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New York State Independent Living Council, Inc.
4419 Third Avenue, Suite 2C | Bronx, NY 10457
718-515-2800 | TTY: 718-515-2803
www.bils.org | www.ecdcbronx.org

